New York hit by weather

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A massive winter storm hit the northeastern United States on Monday, bringing rain and snow to the northeastern portion of New York State. The storm dumped up to a foot of snow in the Virginia highlands and blanketed New York State with up to 25 inches of snow, paralyzing the streets and leading to widespread power outages. The storm also caused significant travel disruptions and closures of schools and businesses.

By John Powers

A closeup photo of a large boulder found by Apollo 14 astronauts Alan B. Shepard and Edgar Mitchell during one of their excursions on the moon's surface was released by NASA yesterday. The boulder, measuring 15 feet across the surface, weighs more than 50,000 pounds and is covered with a layer of dust. Both photos were made on July 5th.

Motions made to Assembly

By Kevin McGill

Sen. Church asks waiver

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen. Frank Church, (D.-Idaho), yesterday urged fellow Senate Democrats to abandon efforts to legislate a deadline for President Nixon to withdraw all U.S. troops from Southeast Asia. Instead, he called for a resolution setting total withdrawal as a national goal.

Church said he still supported the McGovern-Hatfield amendment to impose a deadline December 31, 1971, deadline as a "gesture of how the Senate feels about the war." But he said it stood no chance of becoming law, since he thought the House overwhelmingly opposed it and the President would veto it even if both houses passed it.

"Now, in recognition of the reality, I think that we ought not focus any more on trying to impose an end date, a final date, on the President, trying to legislate an end date," he told UPI in a "Washington --Washint--I interview.

"I think we should rather recognize that is not going to work. And I would prefer to call upon the President to negotiate a final date for the completion of the withdrawal of troops.

Church, the sponsor of the 1970 Cooper Church amendment banning American ground combat troops from Cambodia, is planning to offer a resolution that would set total withdrawal from Vietnam as the national purpose of the United States, without suggesting a fixed date.

The McGovern-Hatfield amendment — now known as the "Vietnam Disengagement Act" — was rejected by the Senate 55-39 last year and also was overwhelmingly defeated in the House. But Senators George McGovern, (D.-S.D.), and Mark O. Hatfield (R.-Ore.), have vowed they will try again at the first opportunity this year in the wake of the new allied offensive in Laos.

Church said he felt critics of the war were achieving their main goal — the withdrawal of American forces. He said a commitment should be made now that the withdrawal of American troops takes precedence.

"How much more can one country do for another?" he asked. "We've been there five years substituting our army for theirs to fight their war. We've given them every possible assistance. We've been behind the whole government. We've given them all the food, the medicine, the supplies, the guns, and ammunition, the material . . . We've lost 50,000 Americans and 15,000 Vietnamese."

Motions made to Assembly

By John Powers

The General Assembly of Student would begin tomorrow night, 7 p.m. in Stepan Center with a number of proposals submitted to Student Government.

As of Sunday night, proposals ranging from a request for the resignation of head basketball coach Andy Dee to a proposal for the reintroduction of the Honor Code have been received. All undergraduates at Notre Dame and St. Mary's will be eligible to participate and vote at the meeting.

The Assembly will be convened by SBE Dave Krahule. Students will sit in hall-assigned sections with proposals read from a main microphone at the chair.

After the proposal is read, the speaker will have time to defend it. Four microphones on the floor will be placed at intervals and assigned to halls so that students may speak for or against a proposal, with speaking time limited to five minutes. No one is permitted to debate a point from the chair, nor even the chairman.

If the Student Body President wishes to speak, he must go to the microphone assigned to his hall. There will be time for amendment to the proposals, and closure on debate is at the discretion of the Student Body President.

ID cards are necessary to be eligible in the voting, which will be conducted by hall presidents or another person appointed by the hall. A vote will be taken at the discretion of 10% of the eligible voters or the Student Body President.

Seven proposals were received by Sunday night and more are now being written and submitted.

AFlanner-Regina Hall candi­dation proposal has been re­ceived as well as two proposals regarding faculty tenure, a pro­posal requesting the resignation of basketball coach Andy Dee, and a proposal for the reintroduction of the Honor Code. Other proposals concern student privileges, rights in regard to entry and confiscation of property, and minority recruitment and funding.

Proposals are still being accepted by Bob Meyers at 6805 or at 7605. Pat Molinaro at 7688.

A set of twelve rules has been drawn up for the Assembly to allow for the most order with a relaxed format. Every imagi­nable reaction to the events has been covered by the rules, providing points of personal privilege, which state that "permission to use the chair, not even the chairman.

If the Student Body President wishes to speak, he must go to the microphone assigned to his hall. There will be time for amendment to the proposals, and closure on debate is at the discretion of the Student Body President.

"Not satisfied" says Train

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The chairman of the President's Council on Environmental Quali­ty said Sunday his agency is "not satisfied completely" with the idea of building an oil pipe­line across Alaska.

Russel Train said the council will try to get answers to several questions about the trans-Alaska pipeline proposal at hearings here this week and the following week in Alaska.

"There are obviously some areas in which we need better answers than have been presented so far," Train said.

"Before we go ahead with the pipeline I think we must be satisfied that pipeline represents the best alternative available to us. I think at this point we are not satisfied completely, "
Students, alumni brought together through Relations Board projects

By Tim Burke

The creation of the Student-Alumni Relations Board has opened the way for new channels of communication between the two groups. This organization, which is currently in its third year of operation, sponsors student trips to the various Notre Dame Alumni clubs throughout the nation.

The program was begun in 1968 under the leadership of James D. Cooney, Alumni Association Secretary, and Mike Riggerman, Assistant Director of the Alumni Association. According to Jordan, the Board was organized because "we felt that there was a great need of increasing understanding between alumni and students."

Jordan said that the goal is to reach as many of the 56,000 ND alumni as possible in order "to fill what we consider to be a void of sorts."

"I personally don't feel that students have ever considered the status of being an alum WHILE still a student," Jordan said.

The Alumni office at Notre Dame organized the first trip's schedule, but the local clubs invite the students to come and speak and make all the necessary arrangements. Usually the students on the Board get a chance to meet most of the alumni on a personal basis at these meetings.

Each student who is invited has a brief talk "on an area that most interests him." These usually cover most of the important aspects of student life at Notre Dame said Jordan.

Coordination, ball, religious atmosphere of the University, racism, and drugs on campus are some of the more common topics that have been brought up for discussion. Student responsibilities and self-government are also of great interest to most alumni. Discussions such as these are quite effective in creating a great amount of mutual understanding and mutual respect." Jordan added.

Instructual aid in allowing students to develop a better and more accurate view of the alumni. Students quickly find as "many divergent points of view in the alumni as in the student body."

"They have found that diversity is there. Every alumnus is not a beer-drinking, raccoon coat-wearing, football fan," Jordan said.
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By John Gallogly

The Graduate Student Union was created approximately two years ago and one and half years ago at the time there were a number of graduate students in the areas of English, Government and History who were not at all sure of their place in this University.

To fill this void they created a union for their first president was Jim King. His job was to try to set up the GSU into some kind of workable organization. His successor in Bill Lorimer. He has been president for almost a year.

The Graduate Student Council is the governing body of the GSU, with members selected from all departments of graduate study at the University. At a recent Council meeting, Bill Lorimer explained his theory of what a university should be.

"It must be like a coffee percolator," Lorimer said. "The grounds must rise from the bottom, and while passing through the water itself in their flavor, until the whole mixture has the same taste."

In a like manner, he said, class in a university must be passed along from the under-graduates, graduates, and faculty as the administrators, back and forth until the correct blend is reached.

He found, however, that at ND there was no interchange of ideas. There was no communication among levels: "The young TA's and non-tenured professors never speak to tenure professors." (Interestingly, another person who expressed this opinion was Carl Estabrook. He termed the problem one of "a two-class system".)

Lorimer also found that there was a larger problem in that no one knows who is in charge of what, creating confusion in all minds. Lorimer spent the past year as president struggling with both problems. His success was attained in an impressive record of achievement in both areas.

"We received in full what we were promised," Lorimer said. "The problems which burden many universities today was reached."

The Graduate Student Union is the first non-Union governing body of the Academic Council and two seats on the newly formed Graduate Council. Furthermore, it was recognized by the Board of Trustees when they appointed a member of the Graduate School Council to its Search Committee for a new Vice-President of Graduate Studies, in an advisory capacity.

To promote mixing among graduate students, sports leagues and social gatherings have been held. The latter has consisted of parties and lectures. (Brother Gabrielle has given a lecture on the medieval study, and the GSU is planning a symposium on the west of a graduate school at ND.)

The GSU has also been trying to help its members with practical solutoins to the monetary problems which burden many graduate students. A pay raise was instituted last year for TA's, and GSU is planning a symposium on group insurance programs for graduate students. These programs, health and life insurance, are being offered specifically to graduate students, to the advantage of the families at an expense rate. (The health plan boasts lower rates than the campus Blue Cross plan, while the life insurance plan was specifically created for ND.)

At present, such Universities as Michigan State are interested in it for their graduate students.

A box office was started to sell tickets.

(Continued from page 1)

Los Angeles (UPI) - more than 150 people, many of whom were all burned yesterday but the damage was still being felt in the aftermath of Southern California's devastating earthquake.

Fitch, a student who was an advisor of the California Highway Patrol not to dog snarled freeway and to escort vehicles over weekend, at home, making repairs and assessing the damage. Light, non-damaging after shocks were felt at infrequent intervals in the following day after the original jolt. The strongest Sunday morning registered 3.5 on the Caltech-Pasadena seismograph at 5:44 a.m. PST.

The Red Cross reported to the federal office of Emer gency Management, preparations that a majority of surveys indicated about 30,000 families suffered some type of loss in Tuesday's temblor.

It was believed that 240 people were destroyed, and 750 others severely damaged, with 2,360 sustaining minor damage and 175 minor damage.

Eighteen multiple family dwellings were badly damaged and 20 others had minor damage.

There was minor damage reported to 1,746 mobile homes, major damage to 50 others, and two trailer homes destroyed.

The six countries clustered in the Persian Gulf are: Iran, Kuwait, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Abu Dhabi.

The agreement, by revision of the tariff and royalties schedule, by 20 percent a barrel, to $1.25.

"We received in full what we were promised," Lorimer said. "The problems which burden many universities today were reached."

The Graduate Student Union is the first non-Union governing body of the Academic Council and two seats on the newly formed Graduate Council. Furthermore, it was recognized by the Board of Trustees when they appointed a member of the Graduate School Council to its Search Committee for a new Vice-President of Graduate Studies, in an advisory capacity.

To promote mixing among graduate students, sports leagues and social gatherings have been held. The latter has consisted of parties and lectures. (Brother Gabrielle has given a lecture on the medieval study, and the GSU is planning a symposium on the west of a graduate school at ND.)

The GSU has also been trying to help its members with practical solutions to the monetary problems which burden many graduate students. A pay raise was instituted last year for TA's, and GSU is planning a symposium on group insurance programs for graduate students.

These programs, health and life insurance, are being offered specifically to graduate students, to the advantage of the families at an expense rate. (The health plan boasts lower rates than the campus Blue Cross plan, while the life insurance plan was specifically created for ND.)

At present, such Universities as Michigan State are interested in it for their graduate students.

A box office was started to sell tickets.

The New Tiffany Setting

Over 100 years ago we invented "The Tiffany Setting" for engagement rings. It has been standard ever since.

Now, in addition, we introduce "The Tiffany Setting" designed by Donald Clifton. Rings start at $195.

Tiffany & Co.

Chicago

795 North Michigan Avenue
Tel: (312) 944-6755 • Zip: 60611
Design Copyright 1977, 78 Co.

ICE CAPADES

Wed. Feb. 17
through
Sun. Feb. 21
Student Discount
For Thu n. 8 pm
Sat. 2 pm
Sun. 6 pm
only $1.25 tix remain (Regular $2.50)

For full price shows some seats are available. Discount tickets must be purchased at ACC box office.

A Perfect Valentine Gift

A TIME IS RUNNING OUT... for application to the Air Force ROTC 2-year program.

if you are interested in flying
in good academic standing physically qualified, then contact the

Department of Aerospace Studies

Roth Bldg. 283-6635

But hurry! Time is running out.
A man who is good enough to shed his blood for his country is good enough to be given a square deal afterwards. More than that no man is entitled to, and less than that no man shall have.

Theodore Roosevelt, 1903
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Bruce Reich, Business Manager

From the Editors Desk

**Distortion**

The Notre Dame SBP race has started early this year with Don Mooney's announcement last night. The election looks to be an interesting one, with co-education and hall living the major issues.

Last year's race was marred by accusations from several quarters that the Observer's coverage of the affair was biased in favor of one candidate.

People complained that by putting one story over another or by making one person's picture larger than another's we were showing favoritism.

The polls were another bone of contention. Our reputation as a newspaper was never lower than the day the election results came out exactly opposite what our poll predicted.

Most of the criticisms were unfair. The size of pictures and the positions of stories are decided by several factors; the amount of space available on the page, and the size of the story and old stories being the most important.

The layout of the paper is determined by the night editor. There is one for each night and last year they were split in preferences for SBP.

We did err, however, in the matter of the polls. The system devised was an imperfect one, which was further hampered by cheating on the part of several staff members.

The cheating was not widespread, at worst only three of the fifteen people assigned to the polls doctored their results, but the net effect was enough to destroy an already rickety system.

There were unfair and malicious rumors circulated about our handling of the polls however. One story had it that a member of our staff was personally re-polling every hall that did not come out in favor of his candidate. Needless to say this and other stories about the editors systematically doctoring the results were total nonsense.

The cheating was confined to a few staff members.

This year things will be different. Our very best reporters will be assigned to all the candidates. They will be provided with a list of questions to ask the hopefuls each and every day of the campaign.

The poll will be done by an outside organization who has not been determined yet. They will have no connection with the Observer. We will merely commission them to do the poll and report the results.

Throughout the verbal barrages about our objectivity that were laid last year one very important fact was ignored: our news coverage was fairer and more impartial than ever before. Persons who were on the staff under previous editors have recounted stories of articles that were either re-written or cut so as to deliberately favor one candidate. Nothing like that went on last year, and after this year, hopefully, such incidents will be dim memories.

There will probably be charges of Observer bias during the campaign: with a large segment of the student body at fever pitch during an election, people tend to read things in to the most innocent of articles.

The Observer can and will be impartial during the election. I, as editor, will personally confront and answer the charges of any person, accusing us of distorting election news.

The students at both campuses should keep one thing in mind before charging us with prejudice; we are students and few of us plan to go into journalism. We are doing the best job we can under the sometimes trying circumstances.

**Ted Price**

**Co-ed Living?**

In the emotional reaction to the Park-Mayhew Report, certain elements around Our Lady's House have organized themselves into a vigilante pose in the form of the Student Government Coordinating Committee for Co-education. The committee has been riding in Pangborn over the weekend, to thunder of hoop, flutter of cape and the cry of "Who He Cord, Awaway!"

It all started early Saturday afternoon when several students came into the hall to poll the Pangborn people about their attitudes toward coeducation and the possibility of a coeducation residence on campus. One of them came by my room and asked if I would respond. When I told him that I was a senior graduating in May, he took his paper back and said that the questionnaires didn't apply to me. Hall residents were a little confused by the whole breath of the questionnaire and rummagers had a field day.

The most vicious of the rumors was confirmed early yesterday, with the appearance of a flyer which read something like "Pangborn, a Women's Dorm! Hear the Proposal Tonight at 7:30!"

The appointed hour having arrived, a Keenem resident, a Breen-Phillips "pacemaker" (Do they still call themselves that?) and an individual of unknown domicile came to our chapel to tell us that our hall would make an ideal site for a coexchange women's hall to be filled with St. Mary's students. Great.

If you don't live in Pangborn. But if you do, one tiny question larks: with room registration already a hassle, where do I live? In a tent on the quadrangle?

(Now this tiny question doesn't concern me personally, since I won't be within a thousand miles of Pangborn next year. But I live in the hall now, and I'm not willing to lose those halls.) And I saw what they didn't see, or didn't choose to see; a number of guys with the same basic question of whether or not they were going to have to go through the whole vigilante thing.

But if there's one common characteristic of any vigilante group, it's thoroughness. Our vigilantes are thorough.

"Well obviously if we bring SMC girls over here, there will be empty rooms over at SMC. These will probably be in Regina North, since most of the residents there want to move out anyway..."

That's encouraging. But if I'm to live at St. Mary's, I'll want to schedule most of my classes over there. What if I'm an Aero major?

"Well, we don't propose to move all the Pangborn people over there for that very reason. We probably would try to get three Pangborn rooms for Pangborn residents who want them, rooms in Lyons, Fisher, and Monmouery."

(That was the best that they seemed to have to say about the vigilantes' own halls.) We can't guarantee that you'll get equal room picks with them, or that you'll get a room at all with them, but the bottom line is that you won't, it will work out for you." Sure. Like the Klan worked it out for Goodman, Schwerner, and Chaney. But the fact still remains that if you move a hundred-sixty-odd SMC girls into Pangborn, a hundred-sixty-odd more Notre Dame students will have to find rooms off the ND campus.

"Yeah. Well our figures show that 32% of all the on-campus ND students want to live in Regina North. We plan to have a lottery, weighted in favor of the Pangborn-Fisher, Lyons-Monmouery complex, to get the guys for Regina North."

So if you want a room at all, you've got to go through the Emerit Magic Hall, and if you want rooms in Regina North, you get to go through the aforementioned Magic Hall, and the Cox Lining Magic, Hasse Magic, Busa Magic, Now that's so called Magic hassle across the road. Now for you ladies who may care to live in Pangborn, get in touch with your Housing Director (when they hire her), Go to the Cox Living Room, and Mr. Moore's office. In New Jersey you number to call id..."

Over the past few years we've seen the Notre Dame administration, under the influence of the SBP, work to get the all-girls' school. Doesn't it? That was the abortive Basin transaction my sophomore year.

Now, the big idea is some sort of merger with St. Mary's. But St. Mary's officially feels that there is an SMC "identity" which would be tragically lost in a merger with Notre Dame. This view is warmly endorsed by those on both campuses who believe that coeducation would be a solution to the tragic loss of their jobs in a merger.

But if the administration has been operating with its own interest in mind, according to how we will go coed, the student rhetoric about simply going coed has been equally ludicrous.

We've read in this publication that coeducation will solve a whole array of problems around here. Drinking, drugs, and the incidence of self-abuse for starters. We've been told that the widespread death of a student on Notre Dame Avenue a few weeks ago would never have happened if Notre Dame were coed. Ann Marie Tracy, in her column on this page some weeks ago, read that non-coeducation was "fatal." Not "academically fatal," but "intellectually fatal" but quite simply "fatal." So We'll all die if we don't live in Pangborn, get in touch with your Housing Director (when they hire her), Go to the Cox Living Room, and Mr. Moore's office. In New Jersey you number to call is..."
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A Crack in the Prison Walls

By Steve Lazar

Paul is twenty years old. He is tall and blonde and well-muscled. In high school he was given all-state honors in both football and track. He is now attending the University of Michigan where he majored in education, mostly because "the people" still named to the honorary all-America team. Paul has the archaic notion that prisoners are somehow pretty grim one. There is little money to be spent up Paul would like to come to Notre Dame to for Ara, Parseghian. But among the prisoners at Michigan City, who are conservative, at times almost reactionary, he claimed to have worked with such famous prison...criminologist from Chicago who picked me up...What the power of the emotion that had steamed out...the purpose of the education program, the...improve. But in spite of the obsolescent attitude...the men to respond with their own feelings....aske d the men to respond with their own feelings,...it is...For the student-teaching he's doing at...University for the student-teaching he's doing at...Henry...Henry once owned a 263 acre farm in Illinois but since coming to Michigan City he lives in a small building...Like many others inside the prison, Henry spends his...time in artwork. A visitor to the prison can only be impressed by the quality and quantity of the paintings on the walls. Bill Turner paid a man fifteen dollars for one of his works the first time he saw it. If things work out well, Joe Giagiardi would like to get an exhibit and sale of the men's...The situation in prisons like Michigan City is a pretty grim one. There is little money to be spent on education, mostly because "the people" still have the archaic notion that prisoners are somehow...the government, yes in "spite", the volunteers from Notre Dame and St. Mary's really are helping...and my mind's as free as a bird." Henry once asked the men to respond with their own feelings, to...physical, it also has to cope with the problem of...impossible for the inmates to follow a regular...to the prison last week. The promise of hearing...the world beyond the bars that...inmates are having in trying to get their own newspaper. Terry explains that "The way it's turning out, it's not going to be...The educational program is still a meager one. The...the prisoners as animals, but nevertheless the inmates...And that's something a person doesn't easily forget...

Walking into the Indiana State Prison at Michigan City belongs to mind the various incidences of the day, around the main area there which you enter is not much different from the lounge of any high school or hospital. There is a man behind a desk, chairs in a waiting room and..."It's something a man can turn to to express...things. From the outside understand. So hungry were they in groups they are most dangerous...

The inmate behind the desk is explaining to ND...And the intensity of this desire was never demonstrated more fully than to Sy West and the other prisoners as they overwhelmed them with poems and songs that they had only too long wished to have composed from the outside understand. So hungry were they for knowledge of the world beyond the bars that Bill Turner said they were like "I once had a criminal justice class and we went to see the burglarize the remark freezes in mid-air. But when...Father. It seems the consciousness. The moment of...hunger for knowledge of the world beyond the bars that...of this desire was never demonstrated more fully than to Sy West and the other prisoners as they overwhelmed them with poems and songs that they had only too long wished to have composed from the outside understand. So hungry were they for knowledge of the world beyond the bars that Bill Turner said they were like...the power of the emotion that had steamed out...the purpose of the education program, the...improve. But in spite of the obsolescent attitude...the men to respond with their own feelings,...aske d the men to respond with their own feelings,...it is...For the student-teaching he's doing at...University for the student-teaching he's doing at...Henry...Henry once owned a 263 acre farm in Illinois but since coming to Michigan City he lives in a small building...Like many others inside the prison, Henry spends his...time in artwork. A visitor to the prison can only be impressed by the quality and quantity of the paintings on the walls. Bill Turner paid a man fifteen dollars for one of his works the first time he saw it. If things work out well, Joe Giagiardi would like to get an exhibit and sale of the men's...The situation in prisons like Michigan City is a pretty grim one. There is little money to be spent on education, mostly because "the people" still have the archaic notion that prisoners are somehow...the government, yes in "spite", the volunteers from Notre Dame and St. Mary's really are helping...and my mind's as free as a bird." Henry once asked the men to respond with their own feelings, to...physical, it also has to cope with the problem of...impossible for the inmates to follow a regular...to the prison last week. The promise of hearing...the world beyond the bars that...inmates are having in trying to get their own newspaper. Terry explains that "The way it's turning out, it's not going to be...The educational program is still a meager one. The...the prisoners as animals, but nevertheless the inmates...And that's something a person doesn't easily forget...

Walking into the Indiana State Prison at Michigan City belongs to mind the various incidences of the day, around the main area there which you enter is not much different from the lounge of any high school or hospital. There is a man behind a desk, chairs in a waiting room and..."It's something a man can turn to to express...things. From the outside understand. So hungry were they in groups they are most dangerous...

The inmate behind the desk is explaining to ND...And the intensity of this desire was never demonstrated more fully than to Sy West and the other prisoners as they overwhelmed them with poems and songs that they had only too long wished to have composed from the outside understand. So hungry were they for knowledge of the world beyond the bars that Bill Turner said they were like...
Letters to the Editor

Editor: Ed Ellis shows in his recent column a concept of student action that will inevitably frustrate him and any student leader he might support. His approach dooms the students to one unproductive round of back-pedaling after another. But let me explain.

Ed wants to believe that all the promises people make at campaign time are going to disappear. While you learn, through the Air Force ROTC two-year program and other programs you receive in college, you gain proficiency in something for yourselves. Normally 430 college graduates each year, will have acquired many skills that can be taken with you to the real world. You will find that the more you know, the more useful you are to society.

Ed will wake up in about ten months. Another one of those four precious years will be gone, and Ed will still be unhappy.

Universities move very slowly. Students want an ACC in 1969, and we put it in 1968. Now we want Co-operation in all its forms, also academic re-awakening, a student center, etc. And it's important that students build their University into a better place for the future. It's also important that we put pressure on slow and stodgy administrators and Trustees—pressure that creatively involves as many students as possible.

Co-operation is inevitable. But probably we won't enjoy it. All we can do is decide to assert real control over our lives in the years we have left. Involve ourselves with each other in deciding what must be changed. The promises people make at campaign time are going to disappear.

Ed Ellis shows in his recent column a concept of student action that will inevitably frustrate him and any student leader he might support. His approach dooms the students to one unproductive round of back-pedaling after another. But let me explain.

Ed wants to believe that all the promises people make at campaign time are going to disappear. While you learn, through the Air Force ROTC two-year program and other programs you receive in college, you gain proficiency in something for yourselves. Normally 430 college graduates each year, will have acquired many skills that can be taken with you to the real world. You will find that the more you know, the more useful you are to society.

Ed will wake up in about ten months. Another one of those four precious years will be gone, and Ed will still be unhappy.

Universities move very slowly. Students want an ACC in 1969, and we put it in 1968. Now we want Co-operation in all its forms, also academic re-awakening, a student center, etc. And it's important that students build their University into a better place for the future. It's also important that we put pressure on slow and stodgy administrators and Trustees—pressure that creatively involves as many students as possible.

Co-operation is inevitable. But probably we won't enjoy it. All we can do is decide to assert real control over our lives in the years we have left. Involve ourselves with each other in deciding what must be changed. The promises people make at campaign time are going to disappear.
Irish bounce back to defeat De Paul

by Terry Shields

Observer Sports Editor

The "on again-off again" Fighting Irish basketball squad was a bit on the hot side this Saturday as the Irish over-powered out-manned DePaul 107-76 at the towers' Alumni Hall. The smallest crowd to see Notre Dame play this season, 3,433 fans, watched the Irish pound away on the boards to gain its 13th triumph against six powered out-manned DePaul Fighting Irish basketball squad than doubled the tiny Blue DePaul's highest scoring performance of the season for the hapless Demons. Coach John DePaul's only real surprise that season was in the rebounding department. Sid Catlett led the Irish with 19 grabs. Catlett had the season. Carr had 36 markers for the hapless Demons were simply no match for the taller Irish for much longer than they did. His words were just a bit prophetic. Carr came out with a hot hand after scoring 21 in the first half and when he started to cool off ND got the ball to Catlett. Carr is a found 8-9 in the second half. Anything that was misfired by the Irish was usually grabbed by the omnipresent Catlett and Sid was credited with three in the final stanza to boost the Irish to a 5-5 deadlock Friday night that the Irish must travel to Morgantown, West Virginia to meet the hot and cold Mountainers. If the season holds true to form the Mountainers will be striving for their game with the Irish.

Winning is tough on road

by Jim Donaldson

Observer Sportswriter

The Notre Dame hockey team is having its problems winning on the road lately and salvaged only a tie in a two-game weekend series with the University of Minnesota-Duluth at the Duluth arena. The Irish and the Bulldogs battled to a 5-5 deadlock Friday night and UMD handed the Irish a 4-3 setback on Saturday. Notre Dame is winless in its last six games away from the ACC.

Notre Dame tallied four goals in the third period of Friday's game and the teams were countered with three in the final stanza to blow open what has been a tight defensive battle. Gary Little started the Irish scoring flurry, beating Bulldog goalie Jerome Mrazek on a semi-breakaway from the blue line at the 8:03 mark, giving the score 2-2.

Phil Hoeke, Irish winger Kevin Hoeke's brother, put UMD back in front at 9:13 with a 40-foot slap shot from the right side, but Little knotted the score again just 22 seconds later, slipping the puck into the net out of a scramble just in front of the cage. Jim Cordes gave Notre Dame the lead 4-3 when he fired home a rebound shot at 13:03 but the advantage lasted only 13 seconds as Pat Bouvette hit the red light on a 40-footer that bounced in front of Irish goalie Dick Tomasoni, weak with a touch on the pass from the Michigan Wolverines.

Collins. John Ebert filled in for Jack Meekan at the playmakers spot.

John Ebert filled in for Jack Meekan at the playmakers spot.

Fordham. The Rams have but one low and they have been-pointing to their match with the Irish all season. In this doubleheader (Temple and Manhattan in the opener) there is likely to be a selfless crowd of 19,666 at Madison Square Garden. This would be the first shootout for a college doubleheader in the history of the new Garden.

Next Saturday the Irish travel to Morgantown, West Virginia to meet the hot and cold Mountainers. If the season holds true to form the Mountainers will be straining for their game with the Irish.
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Lettersurge dorm exchange, question Novak

Exchange
Editor: We should like to correct the Observer editorial which stated that "the number of St. Mary's who could live at Notre Dame is approximately one hundred and seventy." The number should be 287.

We would like to add that if Regina South were included in our proposal, there would be an exact change in the number of beds. If Regina South is not included, there is a 123-bed difference. SMC could, of course, increase admissions which would provide them with a quarter million dollars more in tuition without the financial burden of their room and board. ND could either force 123 students off-campus or decrease freshman and/or transfer students admissions by 123, or a combination of the two.

We would like to point out that our proposal was down on November 24. Shortly after¬wards due to the kindness of the ND student government, copies were sent to Fr. Hesburgh, Bishop Robert, and to the SMC presidents involved. Most import¬antly of all, Mayhew-Park had the proposal in California three weeks prior to the publication of their report. Most people had asked us to wait for the Mayhew-Park report before a proposal such as ours could not be considered until then.

One administrator suggested that the problem might not con¬cern a change in structure, primarily, but a change in the ratio. It seems that this is pre¬cisely what the ND administra¬tion thought when they were seeking a cluster of women's colleges. However, when we initiated the academic co-exchange program we stepped into an irreversible direction. The problem (among others) which arose was that of students who were seriously incompen¬sated for being excluded to live in a campus where a minimum of teaching assistants would be received. This must have been considered. If the problem is ratio, then even if SMC increases their student population, this problem is ignored.

It is co-exchanged residency a hasty step and a step in the wrong direction? It is only in the wrong direction if the academic co-exchange program was in the wrong direction. It is only hasty if you want to wait till September, 72 or. Could the Board settle just for co-exchange residency? Yes they could, but surely the ND Board will ask for a better ratio. Consequently, given a 3.1 ratio, given academic and residential co-exchange—what else is needed for co-education?

Our proposal is elementary and is the only possible step-up towards co-education for September, 1971 (despite the problem (among others) which occurs to room-picks). It is the LEAST that the students want it. It is the LEAST that parents, alumni, trustees, and administrators think one can stipulate next year. It was designed to gather maximum support and a minimum of static. Thanks for a minute. SMC would be permit¬ting men to live in an ex¬clusive and letting the stu¬dents live off-campus (yet not off the ND-SMC campus). Think of the problems (which are far from insurmountable) which need to be worked out (especially if ND goes co-ed): males, security, sign-in, patriots (and open house), smoking and drinking, increased numbers eating at opposite dining halls, increased numbers using the shuttle bus, etc.

The proposal itself, is only an alternative and can only be accepted and worked on if a deeper guideline is agreed upon. The proposal is a concrete and possible alternative for September, 1971. Nothing more. We assumed that we were going to be given academic and residential co-exchange—what else is needed for co-education?

The problem is ratio. This is easy to prove. FdU has demonstrated that the number of St. Mary's what it is, what it has been. "The number of St. Mary's, Dame is approximately one hundred and seventy." The number should be 287.

The Observer needs people to its 1971-72 staff.

No experience necessary.

Positions range from news writing to production.

FOR THOSE INTERESTED

Short Meeting

Saturday, Feb 18

49 - Fiesta Lounge

La Fortune Student Center

Ellis, Minnix on FM

Two of Notre Dame's Black alumnos, including Pat Gooley of Douglass on tonight's presenta¬tion of "Black Inquiry," a pro¬gram attempting to provide a voice from and to the Black community. Football players Clarence Ellis and Bob Minnix will discuss topics ranging from role of the Black athlete to the role of athletics in general at Notre Dame. "Black Inquiry" is broadcast on WSDN-FM every Monday evening at 7:15 p.m. Along with all FM programs, this may be received on any FM radio both on and off campus at 88.9 MHz.

N(D)arnia, anyway.

Identity Crisis
Editor: In one of your latest editorials, you assert that St. Mary's College is neither a Christian community nor, for that matter, "a community of any sort." You conclude, "Call St. Mary's what it is, what it has become a Shun." The very same day, your paper carried articles about

Everyone interested in Asian Studies and/or Chinese language and culture are invited to the reception at the College of St. Mary's at 8:00 p.m. on Monday, February 18. All are welcome. Please call 416-476 for further information.

Pat Gooley
Protests Telegram
Editor: We would like to address a question to Steve Novak con¬cerning a telegram from Madam Binh of the "Provisionary Revo¬lutionary Government," that he read at a recent student protest. What was your intention in read¬ing that statement? Naturally, Communist forces would like to see another student uprising to apply pressure on the home front. It makes their job on the war front that much easier.

Pat Gooley

Saint Mary's Performing Arts Series

Pianist ANDRE WATTS

February 18, 8:00 p.m., O'Laughlin Auditorium
Reserved seat tickets: Adults $3, ND Students $2
Programme Office, Moreau Hall, 324-4176

Nassau

SPRING VACATION $194
8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS
Round Trip Jet From Windsor
Via Air Canada
WITH ALL TAXES AND FEES AT
THE FLAGLER INN-OUAD
MARCH 12 - 19
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE

Contact: FIRST BANK TRAVEL AGENCY
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
283-7080

AND sediment trapping fishing water skiing and more rental boats

Sponsored by: Notre Dame/ St. Mary's Alumni Club & Student Union
Admin. Serv. by: Students International